Contour representations of binary images of handwritten words afford considerable reduction in storage requirements while providing lossless representation. On the other hand, the one-dimensional nature of contours presents interesting challenges for processing images for handwritten word recognition. Our experiments indicate that significant gains are to be realized in both speed and recognition accuracy by using a contour representation in handwriting applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a digitized image, all pixels that have foreground intensity level and are connected to each other by a path of pixels form a connected component. In general, recognition applications deal with connected components instead of pixels to minimize operations on a large sized image array. Several methods have been adopted for the representation of connected components to optimize computer resources and processing time. Line adjacency graph (LAG) is a technique employing run length encoding to represent objects [1] .
Symmetric Axis Transformation (SAT), also called medial axis, is a representation that goes orthogonal to the boundary, while the conventional description traverses the boundary [2] . Chain code is a linear structure that results from quantization of the trajectory traced by the centers of adjacent boundary elements in an image array [3] , [4] . Each data node in the structure represents one of eight grid nodes that surround the previous data node. We present the chaincode based image representation and manipulation techniques used in most handwriting recognition systems. The techniques include methods for pre-processing, segmentation 2 and feature extraction. Pre-processing deals with noise removal, slant correction and smoothing of contours (section 2.1). Extremas in the chaincoded contours are used to find reference lines and word level features (section 2.2). Section 3 describes experimental results that support our claim that image manipulation in chaincode is efficient and desirable.
II. CHAINCODE PROCESSING
The chaincode representation is proceduraly described as follows. Given a binary image, it is scanned from top to bottom and right to left, and transitions from white (background) to black (foreground) are detected.
The contour is then traced counterclockwise (clockwise for interior contours) and expressed as an array of contour elements (Figure 1(a) ). Each contour element represents a pixel on the contour, and contains fields for the x,y coordinates of the pixel, the slope or direction of the contour into the pixel, and auxiliary information such as curvature. The slope convention used by the algorithms described is as shown in Figure 1 
A. Image Level Processing
Techniques at the image level are of general purpose, namely: (i) noise removal, (ii) slant correction, and (iii) smoothing. The angles are given weights proportional to the length of the line elements in the vertical direction.
Some researchers [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] have demonstrated recognition methods that do not use slant correction. In such methods, compensation for slant must be made during the training process where word exemplars of a variety of slants must be used. Table 1 shows the advantage of preprocessing when the word recognizer described in [10] is used. Yacoubi et al [11] also favor a separate preprocessing stage that involves correction for word slant. Local Y-extrema is simply derived from the y-coordinates of the pixels on the chaincoded contour. The primary challenge is the detection and rejection of spurious extrema arising from irregularities in the contour. Heuristic filters are used to eliminate spurious extrema. These include checks on the distance of the detected extremum from previous extrema detected, spatial postion relative to other extrema, the slope of the contour in the neighborhood of the extremum, and so forth. Majority of spurious extrema in discrete writing are due to ends of strokes used to form characters, and generally occur in the middle zone of the word. Fragmentation in the binary image due to suboptimal binarization or poor resolution often leads to broken strokes and spurious extrema. Since the upper contour flows effectively from right to left, left to right excursions of the contour must be followed by right to left retraces, and this leads to additional extrema being detected. Extrema found on such uncharacteristic excursions must be discarded lest they lead to spurious ascenders. A similar problem arises with right-to-left stretches of the lower contour in the context of spurious descenders.
Let us refer to extrema on such uncharacteristic excursions of the upper and lower contours as being directionally invalid. Directional validity is conveniently determined from the slopes of the contour elements into and out of the extremum and is sufficient to discard most spurious extrema. 6 We describe here an algorithm based on the observation that if every extremum on the upper(lower) contour was labeled with the symbols 'i' for invalid and 'v' for valid with respect to contour direction, the strings of extrema labels generated may be expressed in terms of a simple context free grammar defined by : S Sv vS iSi vSv λ where λ is the empty string.
Each string S is composed of a strictly alternating sequence of maxima and minima. However, S is not constrained to contain equal numbers of maxima and minima, or to start or end with a valid extremum.
The productions S iSi and S vSv imply that a stack is required to parse strings of extrema. Initially the system is the default state of accepting every extremum encountered. The first invalid extremum encountered is pushed on the stack and puts the system into a reject state. While in the reject state, no extrema are accepted -not even valid ones. In fact a valid extremum encountered immediately after the invalid one gets pushed on the stack. The stack is popped only when the type of the next maximum is the same as that of the maximum on top of the stack. The system remains in the reject state until the stack is completely empty, at which point it returns to the accept state. It can be seen that the extrema discarded by the algorithm are exactly the ones on uncharacteristic excursions of upper and lower contours ( Figure 5 ). 3. Reference Lines: A time-tested technique for global reference line determination is based on the vertical histogram of pixels [12] . The method makes the implicit assumption that the word was written horizontally and scanned in without skew. Consequently, the method fails for words with significant baseline skew. Unfortunately, baseline skew is present to varying degrees in most freeform handwriting. Baseline The best-fit line through the minima points may be determined by a least-square linear regression procedure ( Figure 6 ). Minima that do not fall in the vicinity of the implicit baseline either correspond to descenders, or are spurious.
The halfline may be determined as the regression line through upper contour maxima. However upper contour maxima are often poorly aligned, and spurious points are difficult to detect and remove, especially in more discrete writing (non-cursive) styles [6] . Consequently the resulting halfline is often erroneous.
Reference lines computed from the angular histogram at the skew angle of the baseline have proved to be more reliable (Figure 6(c) ).
It must be noted that the above described regression method performs sub-optimally on short words because of lack of sufficient number of minima points [8] , [9] . 
C. Character Level
Techniques that are useful in character recognition are described in this section. Techniques that fall into this category are: (i) Segmentation of words into characters, (ii) Stroke width, and (iii) Feature extraction.
1. Segmentation: Analytical processing in handwritten word applications involves segmenting a word into its constituent characters (Figure 3b) . If the distance between y-coordinates of the upper-half and lowerhalf of the outer contour for an x-coordinate is less than or equal to the average stroke width (described in next paragraph), then the x-coordinate is marked as an element of a ligature. This procedure is repeated for subsequent x-coordinates. Ligatures in the extremities are eliminated. code features has been described in [13] . Segment(s) of characters can be divided into 3 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section we present the experimental results to illustrate the benefits of chaincode representation and processing corresponding to each of the three levels (image, word, and character) described.
Image Level:
We used a test set of 3,000 word images, including city names, firm names, personal names, street names, and state names, collected from live mail pieces. Table 1 shows the improvement in a word recognizer's results ( [10] ) when pre-processing is used. Performance degradation is significant for large lexicons.
The recognizer first segments the word at potential character boundaries. Neighboring segments are then grouped together and sent to a character recognizer. The possible choices of characters with the respective confidence values is returned by the OCR. The segmentation points are viewed as nodes of a graph. Finding the word which best matches a lexicon entry is transformed into a search problem.
Each path in the graph has an associated cost based on character choice confidences. The approach can be viewed as a process of accounting for all the segments generated by a given lexicon entry. Lexicon entries are ordered according to the "goodness" of match. 2. Word Level: A lexicon reduction method takes as input a lexicon (which is assumed to contain the truth value) and returns a reduced lexicon. Such a module may then be used as a front end for a conventional classifier, which works with the image and the reduced lexicon. In fact, a word classifier that provides a ranked lexicon as output can theoretically serve as a lexicon reducer, simply by considering the top N entries of its output. Typically, lexicon reduction methods use word length abd presence of ascenders/descenders because they are fast to compute.
A set of 768 lowercase images of city names from actual mailpieces was used as the test set. The lexicon was a randomly generated list of 1000 city names. The results are tabulated in Table 2 . The lexicon was reduced using the features of word length, ascenders, and descenders. Lexicon can be reduced in half with a less than 2% error rate. Table III shows the speed efficiency of a character recognizer [10] that uses chaincode representation. For lexicons of size 1000, the time consumed by the chaincode based preprocessing and feature extraction routines is less than 10% of the total time.
IV. DISCUSSION
Contour representations are well suited for representing handwritten word images. The storage is lossless and the processing time required is a relatively small. While chaincode encoding of contours has been favored by researchers in the area of handwriting recognition ( [10] , [12] , [13] ), the representation does have some drawbacks. Firstly, a simple shift of a single pixel can cause a break in the contour, or introduce a point that does not adhere to the property that the contour must be a single pixel wide at all points of the contour. Such where the ligatures that must be 'cut' are far apart in the 1-dimensional chaincoded contour although they are in close proximity in the 2-dimensional image space. Further, contours can become exterior from interior (and vice versa) following the segmentation operations causing additional book-keeping. Figure 7 shows some examples where the methods described in this paper prove to be inadequate. could not be joined during the smoothing process; and (d) the ascenders of the 'f' were not picked.
